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Bus exterior advertising plays a significant role in outdoor advertising, since it

provides frequent exposure to a large number of residents. Traditional route

selection methods are generally based on a rough estimation, for example, the

number of total passengers of a bus route or the geographical features along

the bus route. Targeted bus exterior advertising remains a challenge as little is

known about the characteristics of the people along the bus route. In this study,

we are aiming at determining a set of bus routes for a given ad category to

maximize advertising effectiveness, by mining multiple data sources, including

mobile phone data, bus GPS data, smart card data (SCD), and land use data.

Specifically, we first estimated the distribution of potential target audiences

using mobile phone data and land use data. Two optimization models are

proposed considering different advertising requirements. For well-established

brands that audiences are familiar with, a wide coverage-oriented bus route

selection model is proposed to maximize the coverage of potential target

audiences. For new brands that require a high level of exposure before they

become recognizable, a deep coverage-oriented bus route selection model is

proposed to maximize the total exposure times of the ads. Both models were

demonstrated with a case study in Shenzhen, China to explicitly present the

outcomes of the models and the differences between them. The calculation

results show that the wide coverage-oriented model achieves an average of

84.8% improvement compared with baseline 1 which selects the bus routes

with the most passengers, while an average of 9.2% improvement compared

with baseline 2 which selects the bus route with the maximum coverage of the

target area in reaching more potential target audiences. The exposure intensity

of the deep coverage-oriented model is almost 3.7 times of the wide coverage-

oriented model. The proposed models provide new options for advertisers to

select a suitable advertising strategy according to their needs.
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1 Introduction

According to a recent market report, Out-of-home (OOH)

advertising is the only traditional media category that has shown

consistent revenue growth, and the revenue is expected to grow

by 4% each year (JCDecaux 2020). Outdoor advertising is still a

highly competitive and effective way to reach potential

consumers despite the emergence of many new media, e.g.,

online advertising. The most common form of outdoor

advertising is billboards, but transit advertising is becoming

more and more popular, especially in countries with high

traffic and pedestrian densities. As an important subset of

outdoor advertising, transit advertising contains static transit

advertising (e.g., bus stop advertising) and moving transit

advertising (e.g., bus interior advertising, bus exterior

advertising) (Roux 2014). In this study, we focus on bus

exterior advertising. Exterior advertisements can be displayed

on the side, front, and rear of the bus, offering advertisers high

exposure. In addition to the common outdoor advertising

advantages, the mobility of the bus makes it possible to reach

mass audiences with broad coverage and targeted capabilities.

While an advantage of transit advertising is the ability to

provide exposure to a large number of people, some audiences

may not be interested in the content of the ad, and therefore it

will not very effective in reaching these people. Exist studies have

demonstrated that targeted advertising is effective to attract

audience’ attention and increase the effectiveness of the

advertising campaigns (Tam and Ho 2006; Tucker 2014).

Hence, to launch a successful advertising campaign, the key is

to maximize the ads’ exposure to the audiences who may be

interested in the ads. Bus exterior ads will target different

audiences depending on the route it follows. The audience of

bus exterior advertising includes pedestrians in the streets, bus

riders, and people in nearby cars, which is almost the most

complex audience component to measure (Małecki et al., 2019).

Traditional methods usually simplified the number of audiences

to the number of passengers taken by a bus (Zhang et al., 2017a;

Zhang D. et al., 2017b). However, the traditional methods ignore

the pedestrians, and people in nearby cars, who are also an

important part of the audience. In addition, they did not consider

the interests of the audiences and were unable to achieve targeted

advertising. There are also some studies selecting bus routes

based on functional regions or categories of POIs that a bus route

covers (Zhang X. et al., 2017c). For example, clothing ads prefer

to be placed on the bus routes passing through many department

stores and clothing stores. This method only considers the

geographical features along the bus route, ignoring the

audience flow difference in different areas. In short, there is

still a lack of effective methods for estimating the number of

audiences who are interested in the content of the bus ads.

Different advertising campaigns often have various

marketing strategies and priorities. Reach and frequency are

two fundamental metrics when planning an advertising

campaign. Reach is the number of target audiences that are

potentially exposed to the ad campaign. Frequency is the number

of times an audience is likely to be exposed to an ad during a

marketing campaign (STRATEGUS 2022). For well-established

brands, audiences are very familiar with these brands, fewer

exposure times can still bring a successful outcome (Tellis 1988),

so reach is the priority in this case. As a result, the goal of

advertisers is to cover as many target audiences as possible. In

this case, it’s more suitable to choose longer bus routes as they

can cover a larger area and more audiences. From the perspective

of location theory, this problem can be solved based on the

maximal covering location problem (MCLP). Church and

ReVelle (1974) first proposed the MCLP, intending to

maximize service coverage by a limited number of facilities,

and it has achieved many successful applications, such as

suggesting locations for health facilities (Bennett et al., 1982),

ambulances (Saydam and McKnew 1985), urban fire stations

(Murray 2013), and bike sharing stations (Xu et al., 2016).

Different from the advertising strategies for well-established

brands, new brands usually require a high level of exposure

before they become recognizable and acceptable, because of

consumer inertia and selective information processing (Tellis

1988). As a result, frequency is the priority in this case. The goal

of advertisers is to achieve high exposure times for target

audiences. In this case, it inclines to select shorter bus routes.

The bus runs serval times a day along the fixed route, so bus

exterior ads are exposed to the same area serval times a day.

Different buses run different numbers of times a day due to

different route lengths. Namely, different bus routes will have

different exposure intensities to an area. Intuitively, shorter bus

routes run more times a day and have higher exposure intensity

to areas along the routes. When selecting a set of bus routes for

advertising, the selected routes may overlap. If the travel demand

between two bus stops on one bus route can be served by another

bus route, it is defined as route overlapping (Deng and Yan 2019).

The higher the degree of overlap, the more times an area is

covered. From the perspective of location theory, this is a

multiple coverage problem. Daskin and Stern (1981)

developed the first model considering multiple coverages,

which is regarded as an extension of the location set covering

problem (LSCP) (Toregas et al., 1971). One of the objectives of

this model is to maximize the number of times that demand is

covered beyond a single facility. Then in 1986, an extension of the

MCLP considering multiple coverages was proposed (Hogan and

ReVelle 1986). This model is known as the backup coverage

location problem (BCLP) to maximize both primary and

secondary service coverage. Several other multiple coverage

models have been proposed for ambulance service planning

(Gendreau et al., 1997), cybersecurity planning (Zheng et al.,

2019), and the recovery of infrastructure systems after disasters

(Iloglu and Albert 2020).

Traditional outdoor advertising has mainly depended on

demographic data (Cronin 2008), video data (Zhang et al.,
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2012; Zhang et al., 2013) to estimate the number of audiences.

Nowadays, an amount of geolocated data becomes available, such

as GPS data, smart card data, and mobile phone data. They allow

advertisers to understand their audiences better and provide

possibilities to achieve targeted outdoor advertising. And there

are a growing number of studies leveraging trajectory data for

outdoor advertising in recent years. For example, Lai et al. (2017)

have mined local interests from social media data and used them

for targeted advertising in the subway stations.Wang et al. (2019)

have inferred users’ trip purposes, and traffic conditions based on

vehicle trajectory data and used them to quantify advertisement

influence spread. Lou et al. (2020) extracted potential customers’

information from their vehicular trajectories and proposed an

advertising strategy for roadside billboard advertising. Huang

et al. (2021) have inferred audiences’ interests from their mobile

internet usage and then combined their trajectories from the

mobile phone data to select the most promising place for

advertising. But most existing studies focus on the general

form of outdoor advertising, i.e., digital screens, and

billboards. Limited efforts and attention are paid to the

targeted bus exterior advertising by using trajectory data.

Different advertising campaigns often have different

marketing strategies and different priorities. Established

brands need only reminder advertising, while new brands

need more exposure (Tellis 1988). However, to the best of our

knowledge, no such studies have considered these two different

advertising needs when selecting bus routes for advertising. In

this study, we are aiming at determining a set of bus routes for a

given ad category, which can maximize advertising effectiveness,

by mining multiple data sources, including mobile phone data,

SCD, bus GPS data, and land use data. Specifically, we first

estimate the distribution of potential target audiences from

mobile phone data and land use data. Then two optimization

models are proposed considering different advertising needs.

2 Study area and dataset

2.1 Study area

The investigated area of this study is the city of Shenzhen,

China. Shenzhen is located in the Pearl River Delta, South China.

It covers an area of approximately 2000 km2 with 18 million

people. After 40 years of rapid urbanization, Shenzhen has

become one of the most developed and innovative cities in

China. Currently, it encompasses 10 administrative districts

(Figure 1). Among these districts, the south areas of

Shenzhen, i.e., Luohu, Futian, and Nanshan districts, are

concentrated with commercial, financial, and high-tech

companies and are considered the central city, while the other

districts include four suburban districts (Baoan, Longhua,

Yantian, and Longgang), and three outer suburban districts

(Pingshan, Guangming, and Dapeng). According to a recent

survey, about 55.6% of passengers in Shenzhen have chosen to

travel by bus due to its convenience and low fare of it (Yang et al.,

2019b). Public transportation makes a significant contribution to

people’s daily commute in Shenzhen. The popularity of public

transportation in Shenzhen makes it an ideal place for this study.

2.2 Dataset

Five types of data are utilized in this study, i.e. mobile

phone location data, land use data, bus network data, bus GPS

data, and smart card data. According to the role of the data,

they can be classified into two categories. The first category is

used to estimate the potential target audience distribution,

including mobile phone location data and land use data. The

other category is multi-source bus data, including bus network

data, bus GPS data, and smart card data. These data are used to

acquire some attributes of the bus routes, i.e. average number

of running times per day, and average passenger number. If

the timetable of the bus route is available, the advertisers don’t

have to use the bus GPS data to acquire the average number of

running times per route. In practical application scenarios, the

data to use depends on the precision requirements and the

available dataset. A brief introduction of the dataset is given

below.

FIGURE 1
Study area of Shenzhen.

TABLE 1 Sample records of mobile phone location data.

User ID Date Time BaseID Longitude Latitude

58** 2012/**/** 07:32 11* 114.**** 22.****

58** 2012/**/** 08:32 11* 114.**** 22.****

76** 2012/**/** 09:27 12* 114.**** 22.****
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2.2.1 Mobile phone location data
The mobile phone location data used in this study was

acquired from a main mobile phone operator in China. About

16 million mobile phone users were collected in this dataset

during a typical workday in 2012. The data was passively

recorded, when a mobile phone user had a mobile phone

activity, or active update, i.e., regular location updates and

periodic location updates. In this dataset, the interval of the

records is approximately 1 h. Table 1 shows examples of the data.

Each record comprises an anonymous user ID, recording time,

the ID of the mobile phone tower, and the latitude and longitude

of the corresponding mobile phone tower. In total, there were

5,940 unique mobile phone towers in this dataset.

2.2.2 Land use data
The land use data of Shenzhen was obtained for the same

year as the mobile phone location data. The dataset includes six

land-use types (Figure 2), which are commercial (e.g., retail,

wholesale), industrial (e.g., factories, industrial parks),

residential, public (e.g., schools, hospitals), transport, and

special lands (e.g., water bodies, green space) (Yang et al., 2019a).

2.2.3 Bus network data
The bus network data including bus stations and bus routes

were acquired from the Gaode API. The Gaode map is the

leading map service provider in China. As of September 2014,

there were 874 bus routes and 51,606 bus stations in Shenzhen.

Bus stops with the same name but belonging to different routes

are merged into one-stop. Accordingly, a total of 4,602 bus stops

were generated. The bus routes include the main-line routes,

branch routes, express routes, and some special routes. Since we

only consider bus routes that people usually take in their daily

commute, these special routes such as peak-time routes, travel

routes, and intercity bus routes are excluded. The remaining

794 routes are used as candidate routes for advertising, which is

shown in Figure 3. The maximum length of the remaining routes

is 101.5 km and the average length is 20.1 km.

2.2.4 Bus GPS data
The GPS trajectory data was collected from bus vehicles with

GPS equipment reporting real-time location at certain intervals. The

used dataset was provided by the transport operation command

center (TOCC) of Shenzhen, from September 24 to September 30 in

2014. Each record includes the fields of vehicle id, time, longitude,

latitude, speed, equipment status, etc. Due to data availability, there

is a mismatch between the period of bus GPS data and the mobile

phone data. However, as the effects of the two datasets are

independent and we focus on the methodology in this study, we

expect this mismatch will have a limited impact.

2.2.5 Smart card data
The SCD was also provided by TOCC and was in the same

period as GPS data. The SCD is mixed with both metro and bus

transactions. Transactions from the metro were ignored, since we

only focus on bus exterior advertising. Passengers only need to

tap smart cards for boarding in Shenzhen, so each SCD record

only contains the user id, the boarding time, and the id of the bus

boarded. Both the boarding and alighting stops cannot be derived

directly.

3 Materials and methods

3.1 Overall framework

The framework of this study is shown in Figure 4. The study

area was divided into grids. The mobile phone location data and

FIGURE 2
Land use in Shenzhen.

FIGURE 3
Spatial distribution of bus routes in Shenzhen.
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land use data were first used to estimate the potential target

audience distribution (Section 3.2). Then the weight of each grid

was defined by the number of potential target audiences inside.

The targeted bus exterior advertising problem is formulated as a

grid coverage problem. Considering different advertising needs,

two models are proposed. Specifically, for well-established

brands, a wide coverage-oriented bus route selection model is

proposed to maximize the coverage of the potential target

audience (Section 3.3). While for new brands or products, a

deep coverage-oriented bus route selection model is proposed to

maximize the total exposure times (Section 3.4).

3.2 Potential target audience distribution

Different from other facilities, such as hospitals and schools,

the influence range of bus exterior advertising is not fixed. It

depends on many factors, such as the size of the ad, traffic

volume, and bus speed. For simplification, we divided the study

area into grids of the same size and used the grids that the bus

passes through as the influence range of bus exterior advertising.

The importance of each grid is based on the number of

potential target audiences inside. Irrelevant audiences are

ignored, since we aim to deliver ads to the audience with a

strong preference for ads’ contents. To achieve this goal, this

study first identified the total audience inside each grid by using

mobile phone location data. Then the interests of audiences were

inferred by land-use data. Existing studies have already verified

that a given land use type has a close relationship with the type of

activity performed at that location (Widhalm et al., 2015; Tu

et al., 2017). In this study, we used the type of land use where the

audiences were located to infer their activities, thereby inferring

the types of ads they might be interested in. For example, the

people located in the educational land may be teachers and

students conducting educational activities, so it is assumed

that they are more likely to be interested in education-related

ads. We assume that the land use category and the bus exterior ad

category conform to the same set C. For instance, we may have

C = {education, industry, transportation, . . .}. For a given

advertising category, the corresponding target audiences are

those located in the same category of land use. Each grid can

be represented in the form below:

{(c1, βi1), (c2, βi2), ...(cn, βin)} (1)

Where cn stands for the advertising category n, corresponding

land use type n, βin represents the number of target audiences of

advertising category n in grid i.

Within each grid, we assume that people are uniformly

distributed. Hence, the number of target audiences of each

advertising category can be estimated based on the

composition of the land use and total audiences in each grid,

which can be formulated as:

βin �
Ain∑
n
Ain

× popi (2)

Where Ain is the area of land use category n in grid i, ∑
n
Ain

is the total area of grid i, and popi is the total audiences in

grid i.

3.3 Wide coverage-oriented bus route
selection model

In this study, we divided the advertising campaigns into

two categories. For the first category, the advertisers aim at

covering as many target audiences as possible. The more eyes

see their ads, the more potential to reach their goals. The cost

of each bus route for advertising is assumed the same for

simplification. Hence, for the first category campaign, the

problem is to select a set of bus routes to place the ad of

category n that can maximize the exposure to the target

audiences. This problem can be solved based on the MCLP,

which we term wide coverage-oriented bus route selection

model in this study. The bus routes can be seen as facilities

providing ad content as a service to people around them. The

potential target audiences can be seen as the demands in the

model that need to be covered. Each bus route’s influence

range is represented by the grids that the bus passes through.

Once the audiences are located within the influence range, they

are declared as covered. Each grid is weighted by the average

number of target audiences inside to reflect its importance.

Before introducing the mathematical formulation of this

problem, consider the following notations:

FIGURE 4
Framework of this study.
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i � index of demand grid where i � 1, 2, ...I.
j � index of the potential facility (i.e. bus route)where j � 1, 2, ...J
p � number of facilities (i.e.bus routes) to select
βi � the weight of demand grid i determined by target audience flow
Ni � the set of the potential facilities capable of covering demand at i

xj � { 1, if bus route j is selected for advertising
0, otherwise

yi � { 1, if demand at grid i is covered by at least one route
0, otherwise

For a given advertising category, the model is stated as

follows:

Maximize: ∑
i∈I

βiyi (3)

Subject to: ∑
j∈Nj

xj ≥yi,∀i ∈ I (4)

∑
j∈J

xj � p (5)

xj ∈ {0, 1}, , ∀j ∈ J (6)
yi ∈ {0, 1},∀i ∈ I (7)

The objective of the model is to maximize the coverage of

demands (i.e. target audiences). Eq. 4 tracks whether demand is

covered by at least one selected route or not. Eq. 5 defines the

number of routes to be selected is p. Eq. 6 indicates that a route is

either selected or not. Eq. 7 indicates that a demand grid is either

covered or not.

3.4 Deep coverage-oriented bus route
selection model

For the second category of the campaign, the advertisers want

to have high exposure or repetition times to target audiences to

improve branding and increase consumer acceptance. This

strategy is often used for new brands or products. For this

category of campaign, every exposure is counted. The problem

is to select a set of bus routes to place the ad of category n that

would maximize the total exposure times to users who are

interested in n. However, the relationship between ad repetition

and an audience’s reception of the ad is not monotonic. Ad

effectiveness is believed to increase at low levels of repetition

and then decrease as ad repetition increases (Berlyne 1970;

Campbell and Keller 2003). Therefore, it is necessary to limit

the maximum exposure times of ads to avoid adverse

consequences caused by excessive exposure. For bus exterior

ads, the multiple exposures for an area come from two parts,

i.e. the overlapping of different routes and the multiple round trips

of the bus in a day. To select a set of bus routes that can maximize

the ad exposure times for a satisfactory ad influence, we propose a

maximal multiple coverage model, which we term deep coverage-

oriented bus route selection model.

Before continuing, it is necessary to consider the following

notations:

zi = the number of times grid i is covered;

αj = the average running times of a bus of route j in a day;

MaxEx = the maximum allowed coverage times to a grid

The maximum allowed exposure times of an ad to each grid is

defined by MaxEx. MaxEx is pre-specified to avoid adverse

consequences caused by excessive exposure. For example, setting

MaxEx = 2 means that only primary and secondary coverage are

considered and additional coverage is not taken into account.

Using the above notations, the model is defined as follows:

Maximize ∑
i∈I

βizi (8)

Subject to: ∑
j∈Ni

αjxj ≥ zi, ∀i ∈ I (9)

∑
j∈Ni

αjxj ≤MaxEx,∀j ∈ J (10)

∑
j∈J

xj � p (11)

xj ∈ {0, 1}, , ∀j ∈ J (12)
zi ≥ 0 and integer,∀i ∈ I (13)

The objective of the deep coverage-oriented bus route selection

model is tomaximize the total exposure times of the ads. Constraints

Eq. 9 track whether demand is covered by at least one selected route

or not. Constraints Eq. 10 specify an upper bound on the number of

times each grid can be covered. Constraint Eq. 11 defines that the p

bus routes are to be selected. Constraint Eq. 12 indicates that a route

is either selected or not. Constraints Eq. 13 impose integer and non-

negativity requirements on zi.

In general, two strategies have been used to solve the above

location optimization problem, exact methods, and heuristics.

Exact methods, for example, enumeration, branch-and-bound,

and linear programming, guarantee the optimal solutions. Some

exact approaches have been incorporated into commercial

packages such as CPLEX, and Gurobi (Mu and Tong 2020).

However, for large-scale data, the computational effort increases

dramatically, and solving these problems exactly can be difficult or

impossible, so advanced heuristic methods such as genetic

algorithms, and Tabu searches, become essential (Tu et al.,

2014). Heuristic methods seek to obtain near-optimal solutions

at relatively low computational cost and are suitable for large-sized

problems (Tong and Murray 2017). The selection of the algorithm

depends on the size of the problem, the efficiency and precision

requirements of the problem.

4 Results

4.1 Distribution of potential target
audience

As mentioned in Section 3.2, we first divided the study

area into equal-size grids and used the grids that a bus passed
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through as the influence range of bus exterior advertising for

simplification. As to the grid size, we used 500 m ×

500 m mesh grids based on related research (Yang et al.,

2016). In total, there were 8,293 grids in the study area, and

each grid was tagged with a unique Grid ID.

The mobile phone records were first mapped onto the grids

based on the spatial relation of the grid and mobile phone tower.

The operation time of Shenzhen’s public transport was from 6:

00 a.m. to 11:00 p.m., so only the records during this period were

considered. As the interval of this dataset was approximately 1 h,

the number of distinct audiences in each grid per hour was

acquired. Then the average audience volume of each grid during

this period was calculated, which is shown in Figure 5. It is shown

that the spatial distribution of the population in the study area

was heterogeneous. People were concentrated in the central

urban districts of Futian, Nanshan, and Luohu, while few

people were located in Longgang, Pingshan, and Dapeng.

After obtaining the total audiences in each grid, the number

of potential target audiences of each advertising category was

calculated. We first overlapped the land use data with the grids to

obtain the proportions of various land-use types in each grid.

Then the number of target audiences of each advertising category

was calculated based on Eq. 2. The results are shown in Figure 6.

It indicates that the spatial distribution differs over different

FIGURE 5
The distribution of total audience.

FIGURE 6
Potential target audience distribution for (A) Industral ads, (B) Commercial ads, (C) Residential ads, (D) Transportation ads.
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audience categories. The industrial audiences were concentrated

in Baoan, Longhua district, while target audiences of commercial

ads were mainly located in Luohu, Futian district. The residential

audiences and the transportation audiences were both densely

located in Nanshan, Luohu, and Futian districts, but the

distribution of transportation audiences was more uniform

overall.

4.2 Model implementation and evaluation

To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed bus route

selection models (Section 3.3 and Section 3.4) respectively, we

compared them with two commonly utilized methods:

(1) The first method selects the bus routes with the most

passengers (Zhang et al., 2017a). This method is referred

to as “baseline 1” hereafter.

(2) The second method selects the bus route with the maximum

coverage of the target area, namely, the land use type of the

area that matches the category of the ads (Zhang X. et al.,

2017c). We denote this method as “baseline 2” hereafter.

The performance indicators to describe the effectiveness of a

model include the coverages of the potential target audience and

the average daily coverage times of each grid. The target audience

within each covered grid was accumulated to acquire the total

covered target audiences.

In summary, four models were involved in this study,

namely, the two proposed models and two baselines. All the

models were implemented in Python 2.7.2, using ArcPy for

ArcGIS 10.1 and solved by Gurobi.

4.3 Evaluation of the wide coverage-
oriented model

The first experiment was to compare the wide coverage-

oriented bus route selection model with the two baselines. For

each advertising category, namely, industrial, residential,

commercial, and transportation, a fixed number of routes (p =

5) was selected. The target audience coverage results achieved by

these three models were compared.

As mentioned in Section 2.2, bus passengers only need to tap

smart cards for boarding in Shenzhen. Both the boarding and

alighting stops cannot be derived directly. Before applying

baseline 1, the bus ridership has to be extracted. In this study,

each SCD record was first linked to the bus GPS trajectory based

on the id of the bus. Then the boarding time was used to estimate

the boarding location from the GPS trajectory. Following the

direction of the bus route, the boarding location was assigned to

the closest bus stop on the bus route. Accordingly, a total of

15,119,857 bus ridership were generated from bus SCD. Then

baseline 1 selected bus routes with the most passengers, and the

selected bus routes are shown in Figure 7. For different categories

of ads, baseline 1 selected the same bus routes. Most of the

selected bus routes were located in the Futian, Luohu, and

Nanshan districts, which were the central part of

Shenzhen. The average length of the selected bus route was

39.5 km.

For the wide coverage-oriented model and baseline 2, the

selected routes of each category are shown in Figure 8. Table 2

summarizes the coverage values of the various methods for all the

categories. Specifically, for industrial ads, the wide coverage-

oriented model covered 24.1% of the target audience, which was

the highest. Baseline 2 covered 23.4% of the target audience,

while baseline 1 covered only 8.4% of the target audience. As to

the spatial distribution of the routes, both the wide coverage-

oriented model and baseline 2 selected routes concentrated in

Baoan, Longgang, and Longhua districts, which have many

factories and industrial parks. The average length of the

selected routes of baseline 2 was 80.4 km and was the longest,

while the average length of the wide coverage-oriented model was

59.7 km. These two methods have three shared routes. For

commercial ads, the wide coverage-oriented model covered

41.1% of the target audience and the average length of the

selected routes was 48.9 km. Most of the routes passed

through Luohu, Futian districts, where there were many

shopping centers and financial institutions. For residential ads,

the wide coverage-oriented model still covered the highest

proportion of target audiences, at 29.2%; followed by baseline

2, at 26.7%; baseline 1 at 18.0%. The average length of the selected

bus routes of the wide coverage-oriented model was 56.0 km,

passing through many large communities, such as Taoyuan

Village, Taoyuan Ju, and Yitian Village. For transportation

ads, the wide coverage-oriented model covered 29.4% of the

target audience and was the highest. The selected routes passed

through many transportation hubs such as Shenzhen East

FIGURE 7
The selected routes of baseline 1.
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FIGURE 8
The selected bus routes of the wide coverage-oriented model and baseline 2 for (A) Industrial ads, (B) Commercial ads, (C) Residential
ads, (D) Transportation ads.
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TABLE 2 Evaluation of the wide coverage-oriented model.

The category of ads Indicators Wide coverage-oriented model Baseline 1 Baseline 2

Industrial The coverage of target audience 24.1% 8.4% 23.3%

Covered grids 621 343 765

Average length of the selected routes 59.7 km 39.5 km 80.4 km

Commercial The coverage of target audience 41.1% 28.4% 37.2%

Covered grids 517 343 587

Average length of the selected routes 48.9 km 39.5 km 52.5 km

Residential The coverage of target audience 29.2% 18.0% 26.7%

Covered grids 613 343 661

Average length of the selected routes 56.0 km 39.5 km 60.0 km

Transportation The coverage of target audience 29.4% 19.9% 25.9%

Covered grids 641 343 714

Average length of the selected routes 65.5 km 39.5 km 63.9 km

FIGURE 9
The selected bus routes of the deep coverage-oriented model for (A) Industrial ads, (B) Commercial ads, (C) Residential ads,
(D) Transportation ads.
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FIGURE 10
The average coverage times of each grid for (A) Industrial ads, (B) Commercial ads, (C) Residential ads, (D) Transportation ads.
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Railway Station, Pingshan Railway Station, and Baoan Passenger

Transport Center.

In summary, for all the categories, the wide coverage-

oriented bus route selection model achieved the highest

coverage results, followed by baseline 2 and then baseline 1.

The wide coverage-oriented model achieved an average of 84.8%

improvement compared with baseline 1, while an average of

around 9.2% improvement compared with baseline 2 in reaching

more target audience. Though the average length of the selected

routes of the wide coverage-oriented model was not the longest, it

has the ability to cover more target audiences.

4.4 Evaluation of the deep coverage-
oriented model

The second experiment was to compare the deep coverage-

oriented bus route selection model with the wide coverage-

oriented model. For each advertising category, a fixed number

of routes (p = 5) were selected. The MaxEx was set to 30. The

number of the daily running times of each bus was inferred by

matching the GPS coordinates of the bus to the stops along the

bus route. Then the average number of running times of each

bus route was calculated. The coverages of the target audience

and the average daily coverage times of each grid were utilized

as the performance indicators.

For all categories, the selected bus routes calculated by

the deep coverage-oriented model are shown in Figure 9. The

average coverage times of each grid and the corresponding

histogram for all the categories of ads are shown in Figure 10.

Table 3 summarizes the coverage values of the wide and deep

coverage-oriented models for all the categories of ads.

Specifically, for industrial ads, 80% of the selected routes

were located in the Baoan district, which was the industrial

center in Shenzhen with a high concentration of electronics

factories. These routes passed through many industrial

parks, such as Fuqiao industrial park, Haosi industrial

park, and so on. As shown in Table 3, the selected routes

of the deep coverage-oriented model were much shorter than

those of the wide coverage-oriented model, but the average

number of daily coverage times of a grid was 15.2, which was

much higher than that of the wide coverage-oriented model.

Most grids were covered between 13 and 15 times, and few

grids have maximum coverage of 27 times due to route

overlap. For commercial ads, the routes were mainly

located in the Nanshan, Futian, and Luohu districts,

passing through Shenzhen Stock Exchange, PICC Property

Insurance, and other financial institutions. The average

length of the selected routes was 24.5 km, which was

much shorter than that of the wide coverage-oriented

model. The deep coverage-oriented model covered 27%

target audience, and each grid has an average of

12.1 times coverage. The grid coverage times were mainly

concentrated in the two intervals of 5–7 and 19–20. For

residential ads, the selected routes were distributed in the

Futian, Luohu, Longhua, and Baoan districts, passing

through many large residential areas. The average length

of the selected routes was 18.7 km. Though this model only

covered 14.4% of the target audience, the average coverage

times of each grid was 15.2. The maximum grid coverage

times was 26, located in Longhua district. For transportation

ads, the average length of the selected routes was 33.3 km,

TABLE 3 Evaluation of the deep coverage-oriented model.

The category of ads Indicators Deep coverage-oriented model Wide coverage-oriented model

Industrial The coverage of target audience 11.0% 24.1%

Covered grids 191 621

Average daily coverage times of a grid 15.2 3.5

Average length of the selected routes 17.2 km 59.7 km

Commercial The coverage of target audience 27.0% 41.1%

Covered grids 219 517

Average daily coverage times of a grid 12.1 3.3

Average length of the selected routes 24.5 km 48.9 km

Residential The coverage of target audience 14.4% 29.2%

Covered grids 185 613

Average daily coverage times of a grid 15.2 3.5

Average length of the selected routes 18.7 km 56.0 km

Transportation The coverage of target audience 17.6% 29.4%

Covered grids 286 641

Average daily coverage times of a grid 9.6 3.5

Average length of the selected routes 33.3 km 65.5 km
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and 17.6% of the target audiences were covered. The average

grid coverage times was 9.6, which was much higher than that

of the wide coverage-oriented model. Most of the grids were

covered in the range of 5–7 times and the maximum grid

coverage times was 26.

In summary, for all the categories of ads, the deep coverage-

oriented model achieved higher grid coverage times but lower

target audience coverage compared with the wide coverage-

oriented model. The average grid coverage times of the deep

coverage-oriented model have been increased by an average of

3.7 times. This model can achieve high exposure intensity to areas

along the bus routes.

5 Discussion and conclusion

Although bus exterior advertising plays a significant role in

outdoor advertising, the analytical methods to optimize bus

exterior advertising strategies are limited. Traditional methods

are generally based on a rough estimation, for example, the

number of total passengers of a bus route or the geographical

features along the bus route. It remains a challenge to accurately

select a bus route for targeted advertising.

In this study, we demonstrated how the geolocated data,

i.e., mobile phone location data, and bus GPS data can be

combined with location models to provide suggestions for the

bus route selection for exterior advertising. The audience number

along the bus route was first estimated by using mobile phone

data. Then the category of ads that the audience may be

interested in was inferred by using land-use data. Considering

various advertising needs, two optimization models have been

proposed. Specifically, for well-established brands, a wide

coverage-oriented bus route selection model was proposed to

maximize the coverage of the potential target audience. While for

new brands or products, a deep coverage-oriented bus route

selection model was proposed to maximize the total exposure

times of the ads. Since untried new brands often require a high

level of exposure before they become recognizable and

acceptable.

A case study using mobile phone data, SCD, and bus GPS

data in Shenzhen, China was adopted to evaluate the two

proposed models and the differences between the two models

were explicitly investigated. If the data of other cities are

available, the proposed workflow and methods can also be

applied. For the wide coverage-oriented model, it tended to

choose longer routes. This model can achieve a higher

proportion of audience coverage, but lower exposure intensity

to the areas along the road. For the deep coverage-oriented

model, it tended to select shorter routes with a high daily

running times. Though this model covered fewer target

audiences compared with the wide coverage-oriented model,

the average grid coverage times of the deep coverage-oriented

model have been increased by an average of 3.7 times. These two

models have different priorities for selecting routes, and

advertisers can choose the appropriate model according to

their needs and marketing scenarios. We trust the proposed

models can help advertising planners make better use of transit

advertising.

There are also some limitations of this work. Firstly, the

interests of the audience are now inferred by using land-use

data due to the limited data. In the future, a more precise user

interest profile can be constructed by integrating more data

sources, such as social media data, mobile internet usage

data. Secondly, the impact of traffic flow and travel speed on

the exposure strength of ads is not considered in this study.

Obviously, larger traffic flow and lower travel speed would

increase the travel time of buses through the road. Therefore,

the opportunity of the ad being viewed by the audience is also

increased. The traffic condition mined from bus GPS data

can further be incorporated into the models for more precise

results. Thirdly, now the coverage requirements in the

models come from an overall perspective, which may lead

to unbalanced grid coverage, e.g., most ad exposures are

concentrated in few grids. More specific and fine-grained

coverage requirements in the time and space domain from

the advertisers can be considered in the future, such as the

coverage times per hour, to make ad exposure more

reasonable and effective. Lastly, due to ability constraints,

we evaluate our method by comparing it with two baselines

in this study. It would be of great interest if a real advertising

campaign can be launched in the future to evaluate our

methods.
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